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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

This document forms Stage 1 of a 3 part Employment Land Review which will form part of
the evidence base of the South Gloucestershire Local Development Framework Core
Strategy. Stage 1 comprises a review of the supply of employment land within South
Gloucestershire and in effect seeks to take stock of the existing situation. The findings of
this stage are then carried forward into Stage 2 - an assessment of demand for
employment land, and then Stage 3 which seeks to identify a new portfolio of employment
sites.

1.2

Firstly, this supply report provides an overview of the planning policy context of South
Gloucestershire and in particular the strategic growth which the sub region will need to
accommodate in line with the emerging Regional Spatial Strategy. An economic overview
is also provided which demonstrates the economic buoyancy of the study area and in
particular the strong influence of the North Fringe.

1.3

A detailed methodology is also provided to demonstrate how the assessment of the
existing employment areas was undertaken in line with Government Guidance. Initially the
Council identified 239 employment sites, by applying a size threshold this was then refined
to 178 sites, of which approximately 30 were identified for a full assessment. For the
purposes of this review the area was split into six market areas.

1.4

In assessing the sites by market area the document provides a physical description;
overview of supply by land use type; analysis of available developable land; discussion of
quality of sites; a commentary on assumed pressures on the sites; and then a more
detailed appraisal of the key sites within each market area.

1.5

In summary the findings demonstrate the broad spectrum of sites and premises across the
district and the distinct characteristics within the identified market areas. The adopted
methodology has provided an understanding of the overall supply position and the key
challenges which will need to be addressed in shaping future employment land policy.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

GVA Grimley Ltd were appointed by South Gloucestershire Council to assist in the
preparation of an employment land review (ELR), which will form part of the Council’s
evidence base for the Local Development Framework Core Strategy. The ELR is being
carried out in three stages in accordance with the guidance set out by the Department for
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in their note, “Employment Land Reviews”.
The methodology for undertaking the study is set out below.
Figure 1.1 – Methodology for the Employment Land Review

Three Stage Process for Employment Land Reviews
Stage 1: Taking
Stock of the
Existing
Situation

Stage 2: Creating a
Picture of Future
Requirements

Stage 3:
Identifying a ‘New’
Portfolio of Sites

Policy Development, Monitoring and Review
Source: DCLG Guidance Note on ELR, Dec 2004

1.2

The requirement of the Employment Land Review is to implement the Council’s
Development Visions and Strategic Business Plans and form an evidence base for the
Local Development Framework by considering:


Key economic trends and regional growth forecasts.



Future employment space forecasts.



Business location requirements.



Audit of existing employment locations and an analysis of business expansion
opportunities.

1.3

The brief issued by South Gloucestershire Council identified a number of key tasks which
would be undertaken by GVA Grimley Ltd in conjunction with the Council who would
undertake the remaining elements of the ELR ‘in house’. GVA’s input would be focused on
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elements of Stage 1 and Stage 2, this report deals with elements of Stage 1, further
clarification is provided below within Section 2. The rest of this report is structured as
follows:


Chapter 2 provides an overview of the study requirements; policy context;
programme.



Chapter 3 provides a planning policy context by examining relevant planning policies
on a national, regional and local level, and overview of South Gloucestershire.



Chapter 4 provides details of the methodology used.



Chapter 5 seeks to provide an analysis by market area.



Chapter 6 seeks to summarise the main findings and provide conclusions.



Chapter 7 provides a series of preliminary recommendations for taking forward into
Stages 2 and 3 of the ELR process.
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2.

OVERVIEW OF STUDY REQUIREMENTS

2.1

This report covers Stage 1 of the 3 stages of an Employment Land Review and essentially
seeks to take stock of the existing situation. GVA Grimley Ltd has also been commissioned
to prepare the Stage 2 report which will follow and will seek to create a picture of future
requirements. The Council also envisage the appointment of consultants to assist them
with Stage 3 (Identifying a new Portfolio of Sites) which will fall under a separate
commission following completion of Stages 1 and 2.

2.2

Stage 1 comprises a number of tasks as listed below, GVA Grimley have been appointed
to undertake tasks 1.5 and 1.6.
Stage 1: Appraisal of the Employment Land Stock
Stage

Task

Delivery

1.1

Database of all sites in administrative area over 0.4 ha.

S Glous.

1.2

Design appraisal Form for site appraisals

S. Glous

1.3

Preliminary analysis of all sites (approximately 230) to

S. Glous

assess which require fast track assessment (category A) or
detailed assessment (category B).
1.4

Fast track appraisal of suitability of approximately 180-190

S. Glous

(Category A) sites to suitability for future employment use.
1.5

Detailed appraisal of the suitability of approximately 30

GVA

(Category B) sites for future employment use.
- Should the site remain in current employment use without
significant change?
- Should the site remain in employment use with significant
change including redevelopment and / or change of use?
- Should the site be developed for non – employment
use(s)?
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1.6

Production of report presenting the existing employment

GVA

land supply distinguishing between:
(a) Report presenting existing employment land supply.
Existing developed sites remaining in their existing use;
(b) Existing developed sites likely to be redeveloped for
alternative employment uses;
(c) Existing employment sites likely to be redeveloped for
non-employment purposes; and
(d) Allocated green field employment sites.
The report will also break down sites in categories (a), (b)
and (c) by policy area and market segment.

2.3

Whilst this ‘Supply’ report deals with the Stage 1 elements only, it is important to
acknowledge how they will feed into the future elements of the study. The key tasks are
therefore outlined below.
Stage 2 Assessment of Employment Land Demand 2006 - 2016
Stage

Task

Delivery

2.1

Agree market segments and policy areas against which

S Glous.

supply and demand can be assessed.
2.2

Analysis of take up of employment land by segment and

S Glous.

policy area.
2.3

Analysis of take up of employment premises by market

S Glous.

segment, policy area and type of demand.
2.4

Analysis of unsatisfied enquires for sites and premises.

S Glous.

2.5

Assessment by market segment and policy area of future

S Glous.

demand for sites and premises from displacement of
existing sites and premises.
2.6

Assessment by market segment and policy area of the

S Glous.

future demand for sites and premises from business sector
expansion and employment growth in S. Glous.
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2.7

Assessment by market segment and policy area of the

S Glous.

future demand for sites and premises from businesses
currently located outside of S. Glous.
2.8

Production of Business Survey comprising a sample postal

GVA

survey of businesses on industrial estates and business
parks in South Gloucestershire to ascertain future land and
premises requirements.
2.9

Analysis of Business Survey results broken down by market

GVA

segment and policy area.
2.10

Research into factors influencing future employment land

GVA

and premises requirements / demand (by market segment)
supported by consultation with key property market
specialists – considering factors such as changing
locational requirements in each market segment, sector
growth patterns, relocation pressures, strategic planning
and transport policies etc.
2.11

Production of a detailed report on future additional land and

GVA

premises requirements in South Gloucestershire broken
down by market segment and policy area using the
evidence collected by tasks undertaken by GVA and the
Council during Stage 2 of the Employment Land Review.

Stage 3 Developing a Portfolio of New Sites
Stage

Task

Delivery

3.1

Identify employment land shortfalls / overprovision using

Consultants

employment land supply and demand / requirements

/ S Glous.

assessments undertaken at Stage 1 and 2.
3.2

Provision of employment sites relative to projected

Consultants

requirements make recommendations on future use of

/ S Glous.

these sites.
3.3

Recommendations on shortfalls might be addressed

Consultants

including recommendations on new employment land

/ S Glous.

allocations.
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3.4

Final report summarising Stages 1 and 2 and presenting

Consultants

Stage 3 analysis and recommendations in full.

/ S Glous.

PROGRAMME
2.4

The tender for the South Gloucestershire Employment Land Review was first issued in
August 2007, following which GVA Grimley Ltd were appointed to undertake the required
elements for Stages 1 and 2 in September 2007. However due to personnel changes
within the Council and availability of data the study has largely been placed on hold until
the Summer of 2008. Therefore the revised timetable for completion is as follows:
-

Completion of Stage 1 by end January 2009

-

Completion of Stage 2 by end February 2009

-

Completion of Stage 3 by May 2009
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3.

PLANNING POLICY & ECONOMIC CONTEXT
POLICY CONTEXT

3.1

The following section sets the planning policy context for the study by examining the
national, regional and local policy requirements which will govern the provision of future
economic development, and the protection of existing employment land and premises.
National Planning Policy and Guidance

3.2

PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development sets out the Government’s overarching
vision for planning and the key policies and principles that underpin the planning system.
The guidance promotes sustainable patterns of development, which protect the natural and
historic environment and ensure high quality development through good design and the
efficient use of land.

3.3

Planning Policy Statement 3 Housing, urges local planning authorities to consider
“whether sites that are currently allocated for industrial or commercial use could be more
appropriately re-allocated for housing development” (para

44). Clearly such a review

should not be undertaken without firm direction in terms of the needs of industry and
economic development in the area.
3.4

Planning Policy Guidance 4 Industrial, commercial development and small firms,
encourages planning authorities to “be realistic in their assessment of the needs of
business.” They should aim to ensure that there is sufficient land available which is readily
capable of development and well served by infrastructure. They should also ensure that
there are a variety of sites available to meet differing needs. A choice of suitable sites will
“facilitate competition between developers; this will benefit end-users and stimulate
economic activity” (Para 6). The guidance also recognises the important role the planning
system plays in reconciling continued economic growth with environmental protection, a
key issue for the more rural areas of the South Gloucestershire.

3.5

The guidance however will soon be replaced by PPS4 Sustainable Economic
Development which has been published in draft to date and places greater emphasis on
the role that economic development should play in the plan making process. The outdated
PPG4 fails to take into account the impacts to the UK economy as a result of globalisation
and the competitive knowledge based industry. The aims of sustainable economic growth
are further promoted within the application determination process. This involves a
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requirement to assess applications against relevant market and other economic
information, including land supply and the benefits of the development such as job
creation, improved productivity and the wider benefits to the national, regional and local
economy. The sustainability agenda is afforded further weight with a requirement for all
economic development to address climate change by being sustainable in terms of
accessibility, car parking provision and energy efficiency. PPS4 also encourages the
adoption of a greater level of flexibility for employment allocations made through the plan
process, encouraging less restrictive policies when making Use Class designations. There
is also a focus on mixed use development, which at present stands aside from the
traditional single use approach of employment land.
3.6

In connection with the production of PPS3, the DCLG commissioned a number of research
studies investigating existing local authority approaches to the monitoring of employment
land. It appears that the effective monitoring of employment land by local authorities has
been inconsistent. Standards vary throughout the country both in terms of process, and
content. Indicators and measurables vary between authorities. A particular shortcoming
noted in the 2002 Report – “Planning the Economy” – is the need for a more qualitative
approach to employment land studies.

3.7

In the quest for a more informative and consistent approach to employment land
monitoring, the then ODPM published the Employment Land Reviews – Guidance Note.
The report provides some useful guidance and suggestions, although it does not commit
local authorities to any particular approach to monitoring. A process is suggested and a list
of possible indicators, appended. In our opinion, the report remains some steps away from
understanding the practical reality of implementing an effective monitoring system but does
identify assessment indicators which might be adapted to local circumstances such as
those in the South Gloucestershire area.
Regional Policy

3.8

The South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) published a revised and
updated Regional Economic Strategy (RES) for South West England in May 2006. The
RES covers the period 2005 – 2016 and will guide SWRDA’s work in the South West and
will also be used to inform the RSS. The Regional Economic Strategy’s three core
objectives are: raising business productivity; increasing economic inclusion; and, improving
regional communications.

3.9

The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the South West of England was published in
draft for a 12 week consultation period running from 6th June 2006 to 30th August 2006.
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The key recommendations of the Panel Report into the Examination in Public (EiP) (7th
April 2007 – 6th July 2007) were issued in January 2008. On 22nd July 2008, the Secretary
of State published Proposed Modifications to the Draft RSS which are published for
consultation to 24th October 2008.
3.10

The RSS (incorporating the SoS Proposed Modifications) broadly builds upon the thrust of
the adopted Regional Planning Guidance (RPG10) but now proposes significant change
at 22 Strategically Significant Cities and Towns (SSCTs) including Bristol (a significant
increase from the 11 identified in the RPG), in order to support their economic and service
role and regeneration. Smaller scale change outside of those places is promoted in order
to achieve more self contained, balanced communities and a better local environment.
Category B Towns (market and coastal towns) are identified as the focal points for the
provision of development where there is an existing concentration of business and
employment, or where there is realistic potential for employment opportunities to be
developed and enhanced. Policy C settlements (small towns and villages) are expected to
support economic activity which fits the scale of the settlement.

3.11

Within the RSS South Gloucestershire falls within the West of England Housing Market
Area (HMA) which is expected to accommodate at least 137,950 homes between 20062026, of which South Gloucestershire is expected to accommodate 32,800. The 32,800
dwellings includes; 17,500 in the Bristol urban area; 8,000 in an area of search 1C (East of
Bristol); 2,000 in area of search 1D (North Fringe M32); and 3,000 in area of search 1E
(Yate). Urban extensions 1C and 1D are expected to result in the removal of the green
belt.

3.12

The RSS also anticipates that the Bristol Travel to Work Area will provide for about 92,000
jobs including the provision of about 352 ha of employment land (The West of England
HMA is expected to accommodate growth of about 137,200 jobs). Within RSS Policy
‘HMA1: West of England HMA’, the role of the North Fringe as an economic centre of
regional and national importance and nationally significant advanced engineering /
aerospace cluster is maintained. Yate is also identified as suitable for expansion to
strengthen it’s service centre role. Severnside is also promoted for a range of employment
uses. Further work on the spatial implications of employment land provision through the
RSS has been undertaken by Roger Tym & Partners, the study findings were published in
August 2008 these are discussed below.

3.13

The RSS (incorporating the Modifications) projects economic growth of 3.2% GVA (Gross
Value Added) per annum with the intention of delivering 484,500 jobs in the South West.
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Section 8.3 of the RSS provides advice to local planning authorities (LPAs) on estimating
employment land requirements and identifying strategic sites. Section 4 of the RSS
provides an indicative range of jobs which are likely arise in the TTWA and HMAs of the
SSCTs. Local Authorities are expected to utilise the ODPM’s Employment Land Review
Guidance in testing these ‘top down’ figures in terms of quantum, type and location of
future employment land supply.
3.14

Policy ES1 ‘Sustainable Economic Prosperity’ (RSS Proposed Modifications) seeks to
guide Local Authorities to promote a switch from employment led to productivity-led growth
through a number of measures including ensuring a range and choice of appropriate sites
and premises to meet business need, including a quota of smaller sites for micro, small
and medium sized enterprises, to cater for both organic growth and inward investment.

3.15

Policy ES2 (RSS Proposed Modifications) guides Local Authorities to ensure that there is a
20 year supply of employment land and premises by identifying and safeguarding
strategically significant sites for employment use.

3.16

The supporting text (paragraph 8.3.6) notes that it will be important that the portfolio of
employment land, sites and premises is kept under frequent review. Policy ES3 therefore
requires the supply of land to be critically reviewed in line with Policy ES2 on a three year
rolling basis so as to ensure that allocations continue to meet the needs of business and
the current and longer term needs for economic development. Sites which no longer meet
business needs or are poorly located for economic development should be considered for
alternative uses in the following sequence:
-

for non B use class employment generating uses;

-

for mixed use re-development taking account of potential for employment
intensification;

3.17

for residential only.

We understand that South Gloucestershire has significant concerns about the RSS
Secretary of State’s Proposed Modifications and the impact of 32,800 new dwellings. The
Council considered it’s response to the RSS at it’s meeting on 6th October 2008. The final
RSS is now not expected until late 2009 potentially following a further period of
consultation. The Council will review its position when the final RSS is published, however
the Council remain very concerned about the challenges of planning for this level of growth
in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.
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RSS Employment Land Provision: Spatial Implications: Roger Tym & Partners Study
3.18

In December 2007, the South West Regional Assembly commissioned Roger Tym &
Partners to undertake a guidance note to Local Authorities to cover two main issues arising
from the EiP of the RSS; firstly future employment growth and land requirements, and
secondly; the sustainable location of employment uses, especially with regard to major
office development. The guidance note was published in August 2008 (prior to the SoS
Proposed Changes) and seeks to assist local authorities translate the policies of the RSS
into their LDDs.

3.19

The guidance document therefore provides employment forecasts based on Cambridge
Econometrics growth scenarios by HMA and indicative forecasts for SSCT urban areas,
and comments on the resulting demand for space. The document also provides details of
the expected employment change (2006-2026) by jobs and then net floorspace for each
district. In summary, the forecast (3.2%GVA) predicts a 24% increase in jobs (2006-2026)
with a decline of 88,678sqm for industrial and warehouse accommodation, but an increase
in office space of 254,150sqm. The findings are discussed further within stage 2 of this
employment land study.
Local Policy

3.20

The South Gloucestershire Local Plan (adopted 2006) provides the current policy
context for development control purposes. Policy E1 allocates mixed use sites which will
include employment uses at Emersons Green (45 ha), Northfield Filton (14 ha) and Stover
Road, Yate (2.5 ha). Severnside is promoted for a range of employment uses based on
extensive opportunities for B2 and B8 uses within Policy E2. New employment
development will be assessed against a number of criteria set out in Policy E3, and existing
employment areas will be safeguarded against criteria set out in Policy E4. A schedule to
Policy E4 also sets out a list of employment sites considered worthy of retention. Rural
employment opportunities are covered by Policies E6 and E7.

3.21

As the Local Plan ends in 2011 work has commenced on the Local Development
Framework for which this study will provide part of the evidence base. To date the Council
has published a Core Strategy Issues and Options paper for which public consultation ran
from 2nd May to 13th June 2008 (but was then extended to 11th July). The Issues and
Options paper included ‘Key Issue 4: Continued Economic Prosperity’ which sought to
raise discussion regarding the protection of employment land and the priority for promotion
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of employment development on other sites. This study will inform the work for the Preferred
Options of the Core Strategy which is expected to be published later this year and will
cover the period until 2026.
3.22

On a corporate policy level the South Gloucesterhire Community Strategy and Economic
Development Strategy both refer to the need for prosperity. The Local Development
Framework will translate this ambitions into the spatial plan.
SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

3.23

As noted in the Council’s Economic Review (March 2007) the district stretches from the
Severn Estuary in the west to the Cotswolds in the east. The majority of the 250,000
population is concentrated in the expanding northern and eastern urban fringes of Bristol,
with the largest free standing settlements of Yate / Chipping Sodbury and Thornbury
having populations of 35,000 and 14,000 respectively. South Gloucestershire has one of
the fastest growing economies in the country with an estimated 40,000 jobs being
generated between 1996 and 2006, predominantly in the Bristol North Fringe Area. There
were an estimated 150,000 persons employed in South Gloucestershire at April 2006
(employees and self employed).

3.24

In terms of sectors we recognise the affiliation that the district has with the aerospace
industry as well as other significant manufacturing industries which continue to provide an
important role in the local, sub-regional and national economy. The district also includes
significant public sector and education based employers in the form of the MoD and the
UWE. High tech employers such as Hewlett Packard and Orange have also been attracted
to the Bristol North Fringe. The Council’s Economic Review also points to the significant
established employment areas at Kingswood, Yate and Thornbury. Significant distribution
developments at Severnside have also been a key sector in the developing economy of the
District. The review findings highlight the major expansion of jobs in the retailing and hotels
sector, finance and business services and public administration.

3.25

The Council’s Economic Review (March 2007) also highlights the low level of
unemployment within the District which stood at 1% in December 2006 (Great Britain
2.5%), with only 1 of the 35 wards showing a rate above 2%.

3.26

In terms of recent historic growth and change to the South Gloucestershire economy, the
Council’s Review found that over half the jobs in South Gloucestershire are in the North
Fringe with annual growth at approximately 1,000 per annum. However, the Review found
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that Kingswood area has suffered job losses in recent years and this is partly reflected in
the relatively high levels of unemployment.
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4.

METHODOLOGY

4.1

This section provides an overview of the adopted methodology for undertaking the supply
side analysis of the Employment Land Review, the key assumptions and approach are
outlined below. The Council have taken the lead in shaping the proposed methodology,
identifying sites to be surveyed and undertaking initial fieldwork. GVA Grimley’s role has
been to vet the process, to review initial pilot studies and to prepare the final report.

4.2

The sites chosen by the Council are those which are considered to have an employment
character. Therefore in line with national guidance the Council has not considered
hospitals, schools, retail and leisure uses even though they provide jobs. However the
study does not understate the role that these other uses may have in providing
employment. Further guidance is also expected early in 2009 on non B use class
employment in light of a study currently being undertaken by GVA Grimley for the South
West Regional Development Agency which considers the spatial implications of non B use
class employment development.
Employment Sites Database

4.3

The Council has established a database of all existing and proposed employment sites
based upon a threshold of 0.4 hectares including sub divisions of allocated / existing sites
where appropriate. Whilst the ODPM guidance on undertaking ELR’s recommends a
minimum site size threshold of perhaps 0.25ha (or 500 sq.m. of floorspace) we note the
Council’s concerns that due to the significant geographic coverage of the District and
variation in employment area characteristics a higher threshold has been set. The initial
district wide list reached 239 sites following agreement between the Council’s Planning
and Economic Development Officers. In light of the significant number of sites identified
when using the higher 0.4ha threshold we would therefore support the rationale adopted
by the Council to not use a threshold of 0.25ha.
Preliminary Site Appraisals

4.4

The ODPM guidance on ELRs recommends that each site is considered in terms of
“Location, Remaining developable area, Ownership (or presumed ownership), Market
segment/employment uses for which allocated (or would be suitable); and Known
constraints or infrastructure required for development for employment uses”.
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4.5

The Council prepared an appraisal form (example form attached as appendix A) which
considered the individual sites by; area, land use, local plan policy and history, character
and condition. A Microsoft Access Database linked to a Mapinfo GIS system was
developed and populated by Council Officers following site visits and desktop research. A
preliminary appraisal of 239 sites reduced them to 178 largely due to the sites falling below
the threshold and or no longer being employment sites.

4.6

Of all the sites to be surveyed the Council identified about 30 for initial survey as a pilot
and asked GVA to review the findings. These sites reflected a cross section of issues and
have provided a comparative basis for subsequent surveys.
Quality of Sites

4.7

The site appraisal sheets (a sample of which is included at appendix A) include a section
on the character and condition of buildings. In light of the number of sites and timescales
this section has not been filled out. We would agree with the Council’s approach in
providing a summary overview of the sites at this stage without completing full condition
surveys. We would however expect condition to be addressed before any firm conclusions
for future policy are drawn for individual sites.

4.8

The summary for each site concludes with an anticipated outcome for the next twenty
years.
1. Status Quo – Continued operation with limited turnover or change in character of the
site.
2. Significant turnover – continued employment operation but frequent changes in
occupier – typical of smaller sites and business start up units.
3. Pressure for Major Change – sites which are currently Greenfield / vacant awaiting
redevelopment or where it is anticipated there would be pressure for change to other
uses such as retail or residential.

4.9

This analysis is helpful in providing for a quick indication of future employment land stock
and the sites that that are more vulnerable to change and for which there is a need or
opportunity to give specific policy guidance. i.e. to confirm for employment purposes or
release for alternative development.
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Detailed Site Appraisals
4.10

Prior to undertaking the detailed site surveys a briefing note was provided by the Council to
GVA Grimley by way of background and to provide an introduction to the key issues and to
the short-list of sites which had been selected. The note acknowledged that some sites
have very complex histories and at this stage the primary aim was to provide an overview
of issues. If there was a need to look at some sites in more detail then these would need to
be flagged up for more specific research to be undertaken or discussions to be held with
relevant case officers. The survey work also aimed to highlight those sites which are at risk
of change and then make recommendations to look at these in more detail at Stage 3 of
the employment land study.

4.11

Due to the adopted approach of analysing sites by broad character the study does not
quantify vacant land and buildings within developed sites. Whilst this may understate the
actual availability of land for employment uses this will be offset by some land within
identified vacant sites which is constrained and will not be used for employment purposes.

4.12

The short listed sites were assessed by GVA Grimley Ltd from both an economic and
planning angle following site visits and discussions with key members of the South
Gloucestershire Project Team. GVA was asked in particular to consider the Officer’s
conclusions on the pressures affecting each site and the assumed likelihood of change.
Change may be: (i) to bring a greenfield allocation forward to provide for regeneration of an
existing site (ii) to change from employment use to meet residential, retail or other
objectives. GVA also considered the sites in terms of market, physical and sustainability
characteristics using the proforma’s outlined in Appendix A.
Aggregation of Supply - Market Areas

4.13

For the purposes of this review The Council has divided the District into six geographical
market areas:
-

Bristol North Fringe

-

Emersons Green

-

Kingswood (and Hanham)

-

Severnside

-

Yate (and Chipping Sodbury)
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4.14

Rural Areas (remainder of District not falling within 5 sub areas identified above).

The above sub areas are defined by ward boundaries to allow interpretation of census
data where necessary. A map showing the location of sites by market area is attached
appendix B. Following population of the access database, the Council produced a
summary which aggregated supply side issues for each of the 6 identified geographic
areas and the District as a whole. This information could be used to illustrate contrasts
between areas. The summary information by area comprises:
-

Overview of site numbers and area by hectares for sub area.

-

Site typologies by no. of sites.

-

Local Plan Policy Context (i.e. safeguarded / not safeguarded).

-

Summary of Likely Outcomes for site (over next 10 years).

Supply Analysis
4.15

Further considerations by market area are provided in Section 5 below. Where sites are
considered to be at risk, the Council will work towards finer grain analysis of age/condition.
In time this should inform policy recommendations.
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5.

ANALYSIS BY MARKET AREA

5.1

This chapter outlines our analysis of available employment land supply within the study
area and assesses the total capacity. We consider supply by each of the 6 market areas
considering the overall character of the area; the overall supply of sites by typology; the
available developable land; the quality; the assumed pressures and the reasons for
assumed pressures. A summary of the key sites within that market area assessed in detail
by GVA Grimley is then provided. A summary table of comments on each strategic site is
also provided by GVA Grimley.

Market Area A: Bristol North Fringe
Physical description
5.2

The Bristol North Fringe falls within the wider Bristol urban area and is bound by the M5
motorway to the north and west, and the M4 and M32 to the north and east. It includes the
communities of Filton, Patchway, Bradley Stoke, Stoke Gifford and Harry Stoke. The
centre of the North Fringe is dominated by Filton Airfield. The area also includes Bristol
Parkway Station and Cribbs Causeway regional shopping centre.

5.3

The site search has resulted in a total of 40 employment sites in the North Fringe, two
further sites were dropped as one fell below the 0.4ha threshold and one is no longer an
employment site having been developed for housing. In total the 40 identified employment
sites amount to 478.8 hectares which comprise a variety of types.
Overall Supply by Type

5.4

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 1
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in hectares.

5.5

The area is characterised by a reasonably low number of sites, however a significant
proportion of these are strategic in size (i.e. 10ha plus). The notable contributions are from
high ‘quality business parks’ (4 sites amounting to 103.6ha) which include Aztec West
(61.3ha) and ‘sites for specific occupiers’ (10 sites amounting to 172 ha) which includes
Airbus (61.7ha), MoD (39.2ha) and Rolls Royce (30.8ha). Only 3 of the 40 sites fall into
the ‘warehouse and distribution’ category.
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Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area
4
4

Total Stock
57.1 ha
29.4 ha

3
9

45 ha
103. 6 ha

10

172.9 ha (exc. runway*)

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

1
7
2

1.7 ha
56.8 ha
12.2 ha

Total

40

478.7 ha

Table 1 North Fringe Sites Characteristics Source South Gloucestershire Council Sept 08
*It is worth noting that a key factor within the North Fringe is the Airbus Runway which
equates to 80.8 ha. For the purposes of this study the runway has been excluded from
calculations. While it is key to many employment opportunities it’s inclusion would
misrepresent the land directly available for employment purposes as continued operations
mean that it is unlikely to become available (at least to 2026) for employment development.
Available Developable Land
5.6

Table 1 above demonstrates that the site surveys identified 56.8 ha of vacant land within
the North Fringe.

5.7

Over a quarter of the vacant land in the North Fringe is identified at Filton Northfield (sites
BNF7a/b/c) which total 15.3ha. The sites are however allocated for employment
development and fall within the red line for the major mixed use 81.3ha Northfield scheme
which was granted consent in Summer 2008 (Application PT03/3143/O) and includes
66,000sq.m. of employment floorspace (B1, B2 and B8). Therefore it is expected that these
sites will come forward as development commences on the wider scheme.

5.8

The largest vacant site comprises Rolls Royce East Works Site (BNF20: 26.4ha) has been
bought by Pro Logis who intend to develop the site for B8 led development with B1/B2
units, hotel and car sales. An application has been approved for the above mix however
development has not yet commenced on site.
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5.9

Away from Filton airfield, 9.5ha of vacant land is identified at Hewlett Packard (BNF26)
which was originally held for the long term development of their existing adjacent operation
and is subject to an historic planning consent for B1b employment uses. However as
detailed below under the ‘key sites’ section this land is believed to have been recently sold.

5.10

Two small to medium sized sites are also identified as vacant. These include land north of
Cribbs Causeway Centre (BNF9 4.3ha) where development has commenced, and the
Benson Brothers site (BNF6 1.4ha) fronting the A38 which is currently vacant but has
outline consent (subject to Section 106 Agreement) for employment uses and car
showroom.

5.11

Although not included within the survey figures we are also aware of significant vacant
plots within existing business parks / industrial estates such as Hempton Court at Aztec
West which has planning permission for 25,400 sq.m. of office development. Due to the
significant number of employment sites identified, a full survey of existing estates to
ascertain the detailed number of available plots has not been possible within the context of
this study.
Quality of Sites

5.12

In terms of status and size, the North Fringe comprises the most significant employment
area within the South West forming the main economic driver for Bristol and the wider sub
region. The North Fringe includes some of the highest quality employment stock in the
District including modern office buildings at Aztec West for high tech occupiers such as
Orange and the purpose built manufacturing and research facilities at Rolls Royce and
Hewlett Packard. There are however a number of more dated sites and buildings no longer
fit for purpose where redevelopment opportunities exist such as the Rolls Royce East
Works. These sites however are generally strategic in nature and whilst there are a few
examples in the North Fringe, the area is generally not characterised by smaller sites and
older premises which would serve a local market.
Assumed Pressures

5.13

Table 2 below illustrates the breakdown of those sites within the North Fringe which are
perceived to be under pressure.

In summary 15 sites are identified as being under

‘pressure for major change’ or where ‘significant turnover’ is expected. Combined these
account for 115.7 ha or 24% of the total identified employment land in the North Fringe.
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Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total

No. in Area
25
1
14
40

Area (ha)
363.1
1.4
114.3
478.8

Table 2 North Fringe Sites Assumed Pressures, Source S. Glous. Council Sept 08
Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.14

Table 3 illustrates the nature of pressures which the above mentioned sites are believed to
be under. Whilst a number of sites are perceived to be at risk from alternative uses such as
residential or retail it should be noted that a number of the sites are expected to be
redeveloped solely for employment uses or for mixed use development which will
incorporate employment uses. In terms of policy protection, 3 of the 14 sites (BNF1,
BNF22 and BNF30) are not safeguarded for employment uses but these only account for
2.6ha in total.
Table 3 North Fringe Employment Sites Reasons for Pressures
Sites Subject of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change (MC) or

Likely Change
Assumed Significant Turnover (ST)
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BNF1Grove

MC: Potential pressure from retail and residential uses – not

Industrial Estate

safeguarded.

BNF2 Ravenscourt

MC: Likely pressure for redevelopment as adjacent to existing

Road

residential area.

BNF6 Benson Bros

MC: Recent planning application for mixed employment uses.

BNF7a/b/c Filton

MC: Recent planning consent for major mixed use development

Northfield Sites

across all sites.

BNF9 Land north of

MC: Pressure for partial redevelopment and site being marketed

Cribbs Causeway

with potential pressure for residential and retail. 26,000sqft spec

Centre

unit due to be completed late 08.

BNF12 Land north of

MC: Safeway depot currently being marketed and pressures to
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Lysander Road

diversify across Cribbs site.

BNF20 Rolls Royce

MC: Recent planning approval for mixed employment

East Works Site

development led by B8 uses.

BNF22 Travis

MC: Typical potential residential windfall site – not safguarded.

Perkins Site
BNF24 Parkway

MC: Pressures for development of residual land including

Business Park

expansion of MoD offices.

BNF26 Hewlett

MC: Undeveloped site now believed to have been purchased by

Packard

UWE for expansion.

Undeveloped Site
BNF29 Pearce /

MC: Recent interest for major new HQ office location.

Auto Techniques
Site
BNF30 22 The

MC: Likely to come under pressure for housing – not

Green

safeguarded.

BNF31 Station Road

HT: Occupiers expected to change but employment use to
remain so potential requirement for employment land
safeguarding.

BNF32 Pegasus

MC: Redevelopment of Rolls Royce estate likely to lead to

Park

pressure for redevelopment although uncertainties due to nature
of occupants.

Key Sites
5.15

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. Within the North Fringe GVA
considered 3 sites; BNF1 Grove Industrial Estate, BNF20 Rolls Royce East Works and
BNF26 Hewlett Packard Land. Our key findings our summarised below.
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Site BNF1 (Grove Industrial Estate 1.3ha Not Safeguarded in Local Plan): Whilst
reasonably small in nature it does appear to play an important local role (something
not typical of the North Fringe site characteristics) and is well occupied and relatively
well maintained. However, the site is not safeguarded for employment uses and
pressure for retail uses in particular are understandable due to its prominent road
frontage and reasonable site access. Whilst the loss of such small sites on an
individual basis may not be seen as an issue they can make a significant difference to
the overall supply of employment land within an area and provide an important local
role.



Site BNF20 (The Rolls Royce East Works 26.4ha Safeguarded in Local Plan): Site has
been purchased by Pro-Logis and as noted above has been granted planning
permission for B8 led mixed use development (excluding residential). Therefore
assuming the market for B8 exists in this location (Pro Logis certainly have a
significant track record in delivering schemes of this nature) we cannot see a constraint
as to why the site will not come forward.



Site BNF26 (Hewlett Packard land 9.5ha Safeguarded in Local Plan): Since our site
survey of the surplus land it was announced on 20th October 2008 that the University
of West of England had purchased 70 acres from Hewlett Packard to expand their
current campus for £40million. Therefore it is assumed that this purchase includes the
vacant land which will be included in an 18 month masterplanning exercise which will
consider the consolidation of UWE’s other campuses. It is understood that the
purchase includes two office buildings which will be leased back to Hewlett Packard to
ensure all employees based at the site can remain in their current locations. Therefore
this site appears to be set for a step change with opportunities to enhance links
between UWE and Hewlett Packard. The site appears to provide a logical expansion
facility for UWE and should assist in the retention of Hewlett Packard at their existing
facility.

North Fringe Summary
5.16

Therefore the main characteristics of the North Fringe can be summarised as follows:


North Fringe has a regional/sub regional role.



Origins in aerospace but diversified to include financial services etc, University
expanding;



Generally large strategic sites



Most sites very vibrant.
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Some older sites up for renewal – East Works, Northfield.



Residual small sites have complimentary role.

Market Area B: Emersons Green
5.17

Emersons Green forms the north east urban extension of Bristol with the majority of the
employment sites coming forward on the greenfield wedge between the A4174 ring road
and the M4. The sites are expected to serve the significant recent residential development
to the west of the A4174 and future residential development to the east of the ring road.

5.18

The site survey work has identified 4 sites amounting to 75.7ha, a further site was dropped
as it fell below the 0.4 ha threshold1.
Overall Supply by Type

5.19

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 4
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in hectares. The majority of sites (3) are classified as ‘vacant land’ with
planned forthcoming development, the remaining site is a ‘High Quality Business Park’.

Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area

Total Stock (ha)

1

30.3

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

3

45.4

Total

4

75.7

Table 4: Emersons Green Site Characteristics Source S. Gloucs. Council Sept 08

1

A fifth site of 5 hectares is identified under Local Plan policy M2(D) for employment purposes
beyond the Plan period. Although not included within this study it’s future should be considered in
Stage 3 of the employment land review. This report recommends accordingly.
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Available Developable Land
5.20

Table 4 above demonstrates 45.4 ha of vacant land within Emersons Green which largely
forms greenfield sites proposed for future development.

5.21

The most significant vacant site is the proposed site for the Bristol and Bath Science Park
(E1 - branded S Park) which amounts to 22.5ha (although the Local Plan allocates 25ha).
The site is explored in more detail under the ‘key sites’ section.

5.22

A further 19.4ha of vacant land (E2) is proposed for meeting local employment needs to
the north of the Science Park site and forms part of the larger 177ha mixed use
development known as Emersons Green East.

5.23

The remaining vacant site (E3: 3.5ha) falls to the west of the relatively new business parks
known as Emerald Park and Brook Office Park. Part of the site branded Harlequin
Business Park is however under construction to provide 52,000 sq.ft. of speculative office
space.
Quality of Sites

5.24

The strategic assessment shows that Emersons Green is set to develop over the next 1015 years into a significant regional employment hub providing a high quality mix of
employment sites and premises. Presently the existing developments are focused around
Viceroy Gate which includes a number of modern office developments and Sainsbury’s
distribution centre. The vacant employment sites are largely high quality in nature being
green field, relatively flat and having good access to the ring road.
Assumed Pressures

5.25

Table 5 confirms that the 3 vacant sites identified within Emersons Green are perceived to
be under ‘pressure for major change’. The fourth site, Viceroy Gate is expected to remain
as ‘status quo’.
Table 5 Emersons Green Sites Assumed Pressures

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total
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No. in Area
1

Area (ha)
30.3

3
4

45.4
75.7
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Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.26

Table 6 illustrates the nature of pressures which the above mentioned sites are believed to
be under. The key point to note is that all 3 sites are ear marked for future employment
development and construction has commenced on one (E3) with the other expected to
start by the end of 2008 (E2). The third site (E2) is however under some pressure to
deviate from the Local Plan and Development Brief position with the submitted planning
application (PK06/2400/O) be reducing the employment element to 16.9ha (from 20ha).
Table 6 Reasons for Assumed Pressures
Sites

Subject

of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change (MC) or

Likely Change
Assumed Significant Turnover (ST)
E1 Emersons Green

MC: Development likely to start on site late 08 as SWRDA and

Science Park

Development Partner Quantum start to implement scheme.

E2 Local Employment

MC: Allocated in Local Plan as part of larger mixed use

site Emersons Green

scheme. Submitted application only proposes 16.9ha of the

East

20ha identified in the Development Brief / Local Plan for
employment.

E3 Emersons Green

MC: Site now under construction as Harlequin Office Park,

Area B

speculative office development coming forward on part of site.

Key Sites
5.27

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. Within Emersons Green GVA
considered two sites; Emersons Green Science Park (E1) and Local Employment Site
Emersons Green East (E2).


Site E1 (Emersons Green Bristol and Bath Science Park - branded S Park 22.5ha
Safeguarded in Local Plan): Land identified for has remained undeveloped for a
number of years however significant planning work has been undertaken which has
recently concluded. The South West RDA purchased the land to stimulate
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development and have subsequently secured a development partner, Quantum
Property Partnership. The site benefits from outline planning consent and 77,000 sq.m.
of floorspace is expected to come forward. A number of detailed applications have
been submitted for enabling infrastructure, speculative accommodation and Innovation
Centre. Development is now expected to commence on site by the end of 2008 to
provide the enabling infrastructure and Innovation Centre. Whilst active marketing is
underway, the current economic climate may challenge take up in the short term,
however the backing of the main Universities may lead to opportunities coming
forward. Further competition may also come from a similar proposition at Locking
Parklands in Weston-super-Mare albeit at lower land prices. Marketing of Locking
Parklands has also commenced where the South West RDA, English Partnerships and
their development partner are seeking to attract high tech occupiers to the 25ha of
employment development which forms part of a wider mixed use scheme.


Site E2 (Emersons Green ‘Local Employment Site’ 19.4 ha Safeguarded in Local
Plan): Proposed for meeting local employment needs to the north of the Science Park
site, forming part of the larger 177ha mixed use development known as Emersons
Green East. However due to the site’s strategic nature and links to the significant
mixed use development elements we would question the likelihood of the employment
space being affordable for ‘local’ occupiers. In reality the site may cater for those uses
(B1 and B2) which do not fit the requirements of S Park and are unable to be
accommodated on the other business parks in the locality which are nearing
completion.

Emersons Green Summary
5.28

Therefore the main characteristics of Emersons Green can be summarised as follows:
 Only four sites, however all new and strategically important.
 Viceroy Gate largely developed for mixed employment purposes.
 Two sites (E1 and E3) in advanced planning stage or on site.
 Fourth (E2) currently forms a longer term land bank
 The position on a further safeguarded 5 hectare site remains to be resolved.

Market Area C: Kingswood
5.29

The Kingswood area on the eastern edge of the Bristol urban area is characterised by
smaller traditional employment sites dispersed amongst predominantly residential areas.
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The sites largely cater for local occupiers but due to their number make a significant
contribution towards the South Gloucestershire economy.
5.30

The site survey work has identified 41 sites amounting to 74.2ha, a further 23 sites were
considered ‘void’ as they mostly fell below the 0.4 ha threshold. It is also worth noting that
the majority of the ‘void’ sites would also fall below the suggested Government threshold of
0.25ha.

5.31

These smaller sites have in the past and in combination offered a wider range of premises
and employment opportunities for established and start up busineses. It is beyond the
scope of the study to review them but it is assumed likely that many will be lost to housing
and similar pressures.
Overall Supply by Type

5.32

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 7
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in by hectares. Over half of the sites (24) are classified as ‘general
industrial/business’ and in land take the typology covers two thirds (66%) of the total
identified land. Whilst there undoubtedly more offices within the Kingswood area, the
analysis by main site characteristic has only identified 2 predominantly office locations.
Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area
2

Total Stock (ha)
1.1

24
1
2

48.8
0.4
1.9

3

5.9

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

4
5

8.4
7.65

Total

41

74.2

Table 7 – Kingswood Site Characteristics. Source South Gloucestershire Council Sept 08
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Available Developable Land
5.33

Table 7 above demonstrates 8.4 ha of vacant land within the Kingswood sub area spread
over 4 sites. In reality the sites do not appear to be truly available for development. Firstly
site K7 Portland Road Area (0.5ha) is subject to a planning application for residential uses
(subject to Section 106 agreement being issued). Secondly, site K48 Siston Centre (1.6ha)
is currently under development for employment use following a recent appeal decision
which found the site would be viable for employment purposes.

5.34

The third vacant site (K57b Longwell Green Industrial Estate Part b) amounting to 2.8ha
has a mix of uses now coming forward on the site. A car repair centre (25,000 sq.ft.) is
already in place and a builder merchants (Buildbase pre-let) is due for completion. We
understand the remainder of the site is being proposed for trade counter development, and
approximately 1 acre is being offered speculatively by Henry Boot for B1/B2 uses.

5.35

The final vacant site K60 Former Kleeneze site, Martins Road, Hanham (3.5ha) has been
acquired by Tescos who are proposing to develop a foodstore and small employment units
on the site. This site is discussed in more detail below under the ‘key sites’ section below.
Quality of Sites

5.36

The strategic assessment shows that the area includes a significant number of traditional
employment sites where there is a high proportion of aging stock and many of the
premises are now becoming unfit for purpose. In light of the urban nature of the sub area
and associated access and residential amenity constraints there is a low supply of high
quality sites and premises. The area does not include any strategic available employment
land and very little (if any) grade A office accommodation.
Assumed Pressures

5.37

Table 8 below illustrates that 27 of the 41 sites (approximately two thirds in terms of
number of sites and site area) are perceived to be ‘under pressure for major change’ or will
experience ‘significant turnover’.
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Table 8 Kingswood Sites Assumed Pressures

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total

No. in Area
14
4
23
41

Area (ha)
26.8
8.6
38.8
74.2

Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.38

Table 9 illustrates the nature of pressures which the above mentioned sites are believed to
be under.

Due to the suburban nature of the sub area and the pressure for finding

residential sites within the greater Bristol urban area a significant proportion of the sites
appear to be under consideration for residential development. A number of the sites are
also situated close to high streets and main thoroughfares and are therefore being
considered for retail development, most noticeably the former Kleeneze site in Hanham
(K60).

However there are sites being considered for employment development such as

the Siston Centre (K48) currently under development for employment use following a
recent appeal decision which found the site would be viable for employment purposes. The
findings do however indicate that 8 sites (of the 23 perceived to be under pressure for
major change) are not safeguarded although these only amount to 5.3ha (7% of the total
identified land in Kingswood).
Table 9 Reasons for Assumed Pressures
Sites Subject of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change (MC) or Assumed

Likely Change

Significant Turnover (ST)

K4 Morley Road Area

MC: Owner occupier looking to relocate to larger premises. Not
safeguard.

K6b Hayward

ST: Believed to be mix of uses on short term lets with high

Industrial Estate

turnover. Whilst site appears to be well occupied it is not
safeguarded.

K7 Portland Road

MC: Application for residential development awaiting Section 106

Area

agreement.

K10 Bristol Uniforms

MC: Typical urban site subject to pressure for change although
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Site

still occupied.

K14 Oatley Trading

MC: Typical urban site subject to pressure for change although

Estate

still occupied.

K18 Kingswood

MC: Residential planning consent granted in 2006.

Industrial Estate
K21 Land South of

MC: Site allocated in Local Plan for residential to facilitate wider

Douglas Road

regeneration.

K22 Moravian Road

MC: Part of larger employment site where residential

Area

developments coming forward in ad hoc manner.

K23 Moravian Road

MC: Site in poor condition and enquires made about mixed use

Business Park

redevelopment.

K24 Wood Road /

MC: Site bordered by employment sites which are under

West Point Trading

pressure for change as residential developments now coming

Estate

forward.

K28 Oakfield

MC: Dated buildings and pressure to include within residential

Business Park

scheme to the north.

K30 1-13 Hanham

MC: Currently car showroom / garage – enquires made in past

Road

for retail / residential.

K39 Alcan Site

MC: Recent investment on site but potential pressure on vacant
element (former Trumax building).

K42 Land on south

MC: Free standing nature of site suggests potential pressure for

side of Tower Lane

non-employment uses although currently occupied.

K44 Bridge Road

ST: The site is currently being offered as small business units on

Industrial Estate

short term leases with significant turnover evident.

K48 Siston Centre

MC: Deemed to be viable employment site in recent appeal and
employment use development underway on site, however
previous application suggests pressure for change.
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K49 The Saw Mills

MC: Potential strategic pressure for change as within Core
Strategy Area of Search.

K50 Alec Jarret Site

MC: Potential strategic pressure for change as within Core
Strategy Area of Search.

K51 Trubody’s Yard

MC: Potential strategic pressure for change as within Core
Strategy Area of Search.

K53a Southway Drive

ST: Operational business park but suspected high turnover,

Inustrial Area - South

although could provide employment linked to Core Strategy Area
of Search.-

K54 Mc Braida Site

MC: Established occupier and no immediate pressure for change
however on periphery of Core Strategy Area of Search.

K57a Longwell Green

MC: Potential pressure from retail encroachment from

Industrial Estate West

neighbouring retail developments.

(Part A).
K57b Longwell Green

MC: Mixed employment / trade / motor uses now coming

Industrial Estate East

forward on site.

(Part B)
K58 Kingsfield Lane /

MC: Older element of industrial estate with perceived high

The Coachworks

turnover and pressure for retail development.

K59 Hanham

ST: High turnover and in need of investment but provides

Business Park area

important local role.

Memorial Road
K60 Former Kleeneze

MC: Site acquired by Tesco who are proposing retail led

site, Martins Road,

scheme.

Hanham
K61 34 Bath Road

MC: Fully operational with modern warehouse / industrial units,
however not safeguarded.
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Key Sites
5.39

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. Within Kingswood the sites considered
were: K4 (Morley Road Area); K10 (Bristol Uniforms Site); K14 (Oatley Trading Estate);
K22 (Moravian Road Area); K23 (Moravian Road Business Park); K24 (Wood Road/West
Point Trading Estate); K59 (Hanham Business Park) and K60 (Former Kleeneze Site,
Hanham). Our findings are summarised below:


K4 Morely Road (1.1ha not safeguarded in Local Plan): Industrial estate in the middle
of residential area. Local access reasonable but strategic access limited. Mix of
building qualities - main building at northern end very poor condition, sub-divided unit
in the middle reasonably poor, southern buildings moderate quality. Potential amenity
issues as open air activity taking place. Existing buildings do not lend themselves to reuse. The site is not allocated as employment site and with good access to high street
services, leisure centre, a primary school and a college is likely to come under
pressure for residential development.



K10 (Bristol Uniforms Site 0.66ha not safeguarded in Local Plan). Reasonable size
factory site tucked behind the High Street and still occupied. However if no longer
required it is unlikely to be re-used by a single occupier, so building would need to be
sub-divided or site redeveloped for small business units (potential viability concerns) or
other services serving the local population. The restricted site access limits the use of
the site and despite being just behind the High Street it does not have any prominence.
Site therefore at risk of being lost to mixed use scheme although retention of the same
number of jobs may be possible on site.



K14 (Oatley Trading Estate 0.43ha not safeguarded in Local Plan). Small industrial site
within a residential area sub-divided in at least 7 units of different sizes in a poor
condition and low quality environment.

Vacant units being marketed by Colliers.

Access issue through narrow residential streets and potential for neighbourhood
amenity issues with any outdoor uses on the site. Oatley Ceilings and Floors Ltd and
Avon Fixings appear to be the only active occupiers. Therefore significant risk of
change to residential uses.


K22 (Moravian Road Area 1.5ha safeguarded in Local Plan) / K23 (Moravian Road
Business Park 1.5ha safeguarded in Local Plan) / K24 (Wood Road/West Point
Trading Estate 1.2ha safeguarded in Local Plan). Reasonable sized employment area
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not too far from the High Street, building conditions vary from derelict buildings to
reasonably modern industrial units. Former Lucas Ingredients foodmill (K23) now
divided into extremely poor quality workspace with scrap yard on southern end of site.
Sites appear to be coming forward in piecemeal fashion and therefore continued threat
from other uses as residential plots are brought forward around the sites.
Comprehensive redevelopment including employment uses could be a solution for
these sites. Possible location for office uses if enough parcels (i.e. include K25) to
create critical mass and allow quality environment to be created. Due to prominent
position site K23 requires reasonably high design quality which is unlikely to be viable
in this location (i.e. if offices), therefore mixed use redevelopment with enabling
development (i.e. residential/retail) maybe an appropriate solution to retaining
employment in this location. Suggest pulling landowners together and facilitate
comprehensive development brief and masterplanning exercise.


K59 (Hanham Business Park1.8 ha safeguarded in Local Plan). Small units providing a
variety of uses although significant level of car servicing operations. Apparent vacant
units on eastern end of estate. Generally poor quality of building within a moderate
setting and close to residential uses. However, the existing businesses appear to be
reasonably well maintained and active. Local access to the site is fine and strategic
access is reasonable but there appears to be a parking issue on site. Site performs a
valuable local role.



K60 (Former Kleeneze Site, Hanham 3.5 ha safeguarded in Local Plan). Stand alone
vacant site located just behind the High Street. Possible occupation of the building to
the very north western tip of the site. Site acquired by Tesco for retail led development
scheme. The remaining site buildings (Sealtech block, those fronting Martins Road;
and those nearest the town centre by Laburnum Road) which are substantial in nature
appear to have been purpose built for Kleeneze and are unlikely to be taken by a
single occupier. We understand Tesco have previously submitted a scheme
comprising supermarket and residential uses which has now been amended to replace
the residential uses with employment provision (no application submitted to date). Due
to the size of the site and the poor state of the buildings (most of the worst buildings
were demolished in Summer 2008) a comprehensive re-development of the site is
likely to be the only viable option to retaining an employment element on the site.
Further study work is required to ascertain the retail impact of Tesco’s scheme and
whether it passes the requirements of PPS6 before assessing the level of employment
provision that should be maintained on site.
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Summary for Kingswood



Generally older sites – but Longwell Green more recent



Sites which once had single employer now generally smaller and sub divided.



Generally higher turnover than other areas.



Important opportunities for local businesses and job seekers.



Many sites at risk of change – policy view will be required once demand established.



Access issues for manufacturing – but difficult to upgrade sites to office uses.

Market Area D: Severnside
5.40

The Severnside sub-area consists of major heavy industrial / specialist sites, significant
vacant land and a strategic distribution park (G Park). Whilst the site analysis has only
identified 7 sites, these are all strategic in nature and amount to 633.9 ha, the highest land
contribution of all the sub areas. A dominating factor is the complex planning history in the
area which includes a historic but live consent from 1957 covering the majority of the land.
The area benefits from close proximity to major transport infrastructure including the M49
which dissects the sub area and Bristol Port.
Overall Supply by Type

5.41

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 10
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in by hectares. The majority of the sites (4) are classified as ‘vacant’
land.
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Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area

Total Stock (ha)

1

77.1

2

47.8

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

4

509

Total

7

633.9

Table 10 – Severnside Site Characteristics Source South Gloucestershire Council Sept 08
Available Developable Land
5.42

Table 10 above demonstrates 509 ha of vacant land within Severnside spread over 4 sites.

5.43

The Terra Nitrogen / Growhow site (SS3: 37.1ha) is believed to be surplus to requirements
following an announcement to close the facility in January 2008, site clearance has now
started.

5.44

The main element of the vacant land forms the area covered by the unimplemented 1957
planning consent which allows general industrial uses, these comprise site SS5 (West of
the M49 299ha), site SS6 (East of the M49 North Sector 51.5ha) and site SS7 (East of the
M49 South Sector 121.7ha).

5.45

Whilst not recorded within the site survey data there are also vacant plots (potentially upto
15ha) within G Park which can contribute towards the employment offer in the sub area.
Quality of Sites

5.46

The strategic assessment shows that generally the sites are so strategic in nature that they
vary in quality within their own boundaries. Within the previously developed sites (SS1,
SS2 and SS3) the existing buildings are predominantly built for purpose and therefore do
not lend themselves easily for reuse (as a number relate to specific chemical or technical
processing). A significant contamination risk is also likely on these sites. Site SS4 is being
developed into a major regional distribution hub and offers high quality B8 units. The
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vacant greenfield sites (SS5, SS6 and SS7) offer largely flat unconstrained land however
there are potential strategic constraints in terms of access, floodrisk, environmental
(including habitats regulation issues), archaeology and Health and Safety Consultation
zones.
Assumed Pressures
5.47

Table 11 below clearly illustrates the extent to which the Severnside sub area is ‘under
pressure for major change’ with over 80% of the land identified falling within this category.
Table 11 Severnside Sites Assumed Pressures

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total

No. in Area
3

Area (ha)
124.9

4
7

509
633.9

Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.48

Unlike the other market areas, the sites in Severnside are not under pressure for
residential development as currently the flood risk and existing uses in the vicinity would
preclude such uses. The locational and spatial strategy policies within the RSS also do not
promote residential development at Severnside. Table 12 illustrates that all 4 identified
sites are under pressure for employment development, predominantly for distribution uses
in the short term with the earliest pressures likely on sites 3, 5 and 6.
Table 12 Severnside Reasons for Assumed Pressures
Sites Subject of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change (MC) or

Likely Change
Assumed Significant Turnover (ST)
SS3 Terra Nitrogen /

MC: Terra announced decision to close in January 2008. The

Growhow site

site is now being prepared for development with all buildings
being cleared to ground level.

SS5 Residual land

MC: Historic planning consent for industrial and related

west of M49 / Land

development. Owners looking to bring site forward for distribution

South of WAP1.

purposes with strategic promotion underway.
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SS6 East of M49 –

MC: Historic planning consent for industrial and related

North Sector

development. B8 Development proposed by Santon in 4 phases
– started Autumn 2008.

SS7 Residual ICI /

MC: Historic planning consent for industrial and related

Redrow Land east of

development. Redrow are actively looking to develop site using

M49 South Section.

new access to Marsh Common Road.

Key Sites
5.49

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. Due to their strategic and interlinked
nature all 7 sites within Severnside were considered, the findings are highlighted below.


SS1 (Seven View Industrial Park 15.7ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) Site seems well
occupied although to a fairly low density with high levels of on site car parking and a
significant plot of vacant land within the site. The site contains a number of ‘heavy
uses’ such as skip hire and waste storage as well as a new cement works on the
western edge of the site. Site suited to these uses at present time.



SS2 (Astra Zeneca 32.1ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) Site appears to be fully
operational and significant investment made by occupiers, therefore no major
pressures for change considered likely at present time. There is however scope for
release of previously unused land within the Astra Zeneca complex.



SS3 (Terra Nitrogen 37.1ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) Terra announced closure of its
operation on the site in January 08. For any future use, remediation is likely to be a
major issue. Site is strategic in nature and could assist in meeting requirements for
energy / waste facilities in the region. The site is now being prepared for development
with all buildings being cleared to ground level. We understand that the site agents
(Alder King) are in discussion with South Gloucestershire Officers regarding
redevelopment for employment uses.



SS4 (G Park - Former Western Approach 77.1 ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) (WAP1)
Modern regional distribution hub with limited vacant plots left (South Gloucestershire
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state 15ha). Appears appropriate and likely that the remainder of site will be developed
as B8.


SS5 (Land South of G Park 298.7 ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) Site currently
agricultural land, believed to be subject to flooding, drainage, access (M49 junction
requirement), potential archaeology issues and Health and Safety Consultation Zone
regulations. Potential considerations of neighbouring chemical works.

Long term

demand for distribution will need to be assessed in detail and capacity within West of
England market for additional strategic space. Site is being promoted by Severnside
Distribution Ltd for strategic distribution and general industrial uses in a modern
approach using the 1957 permission as a fall back position. A masterplan is
understood to have been prepared.


SS6 (East of M49 North Section 51.5 ha Safeguarded in Local Plan) Since the site
survey, development is believed to have started (or will do very shortly in late 08) on
site for distribution uses (using historic consent). Santon propose 4 phases with
potential occupiers lined up. Access will be provided via a bridge over the M49



SS7 (East of M49 South Section 121.7 ha Safeguarded in Local Plan). Since the site
survey an appeal has been won for a new means of access from Marsh Common
Road (based on historic consent). Therefore, development is potentially to start in
short to medium term.



Whilst not considered during the detailed review of sites by GVA Grimley we are also
aware of expansion plans for Airbus at Easter Compton where it is believed that work
on the A350 aircraft will create a requirement for an additional 300 to 400 staff.

Summary for Severnside
5.50

The key characteristics for Severnside can be summarised as:


Major strategic distribution sites



Large areas of greenfield land and former industrial sites.



Stronger Policy view required in light of commencement of implementation of historic
consent.



Strategic Infrastructure being improved.



Significant constraints including environmental, flood risk and archaeology will require
further consideration.
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Market Area E: Yate
5.51

The Yate sub-area (including Chipping Sodbury) can be split in two distinct employment
areas, the large industrial / business estates on the western side of Yate and the smaller
more constrained sites within Chipping Sodbury. The survey work has identified 22 live
sites with a further 2 dropped (Y2: below threshold and Y20: not an employment site). Site
Y7 was below the threshold but has been included as it is adjacent to other included sites
which should be assessed together. In total the 22 ‘live’ sites amount to 127.7ha.
Overall Supply by Type

5.52

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 13
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in by hectares. The most noticeable trend is that half of the sites are
classified as ‘General Industrial / business’ but these account for 72% (91.8ha) of the land
take. Only 2 sites amounting to 1.5ha are described as an ‘office location’.
Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area
2

Total Stock (ha)
1.5

1
11
3

7.5
91.8
9.3

4

15

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

1

2.6

Total

22

127.7

Table 13 – Yate Site Characteristics Source South Gloucestershire Council Sept 08
Available Developable Land
5.53

As noted in Table 13 above the site survey work has resulted in a single vacant site
amounting to 2.6ha (Y15 Council site). However new offices for the Council are now under
construction to allow occupation in 2010. There are however a number of individual vacant
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buildings within the larger industrial estates which have not been included within the total
vacant supply.
Quality of Sites
5.54

The strategic assessment demonstrates that the massing of employment sites on the
western edge of Yate covers a complete spectrum of premises in terms of age, quality and
size. Great Western Business Park (Y4/5) for example is of reasonably high quality with a
high proportion of post 1970 premises, the adjacent North Road site (Y11) however is
rather run down with significantly older premises. The sites at the eastern end of the sub
area are rather more constrained in light of their backland nature and historic constraints of
central Chipping Sodbury.
Assumed Pressures

5.55

Table 14 below demonstrates that just over a third of the sites (numerically) are subject to
‘pressures for major change’ or ‘significant turnover’, however in terms of land area it is
nearly half of the total amount (46%) within the sub area.
Table 14 Yate Sites Assumed Pressures

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total

No. in Area
14
2
6
22

Area (ha)
68.8
34.7
24.2
127.7

Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.56

Table 15 below illustrates that most of the sites identified as being under ‘major pressure
for change’ are for ad hoc residential or retail uses, whether it be on the western edge of
Yate in light of under-utilised sites in reasonable proximity to the high street, or back land
sites in Chipping Sodbury constrained in terms of access and proximity to residential uses.
In planning policy terms only one site (Y1) is not safeguarded for employment purposes
and a pre-application submission for residential use has been lodged with the Council. All
20 of the remaining sites in the area are safeguarded by either Policy E1 or E4 of the Local
Plan.
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Table 15 Yate Sites Reasons for Assumed Pressures
Sites Subject of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change (MC) or

Likely Change
Assumed Significant Turnover (ST)
Y1 Mineico Site / Yate

MC:Pre-application submission for residential scheme received

Mills

by South Gloucestershire Council. Not safeguarded.

Y3 Beeches Industrial

ST: South Gloucestershire report significant turnover and

Estate

describe as ‘tired’ site. Whilst the site appears to be well
managed by Slough Estates and only 3 of 61 units are currently
on market (according to SEGRO website 27-10-08) there
maybe potential to intensify the site within the next 20 years and
explore other employment uses such as offices.

Y4 Great Western

MC: Site includes a number of significant but outdated

Business Park

distribution units. Previous appeal decision for change of use to
place of worship dismissed.

Y10 Stover Industrial

MC: Council report real pressures for ad hoc changes to retail

Estate

and residential uses, resisting to date and seeking to encourage
land owners to take a strategic approach and a concept
statement / masterplan for phased renewal.

Y11 North Road Area

MC: Run down site, largest unit vacant (Tuf) assumed
pressures for redevelopment.

January 09

Y15 Council Site

MC: Site of new Council offices due for completion in 2010.

Y22 Chipping Edge

MC: Constrained site but serving local employment needs,

Industrial Estate

however potential residential windfall pressures.

Y23 TT Trading

MC: Constrained site but serving local employment needs,

Estate

however potential residential windfall pressures.
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Key Sites
5.57

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. A key issue for Yate which will need to
be considered is the implications of the RSS area of search and the requirement to provide
supporting employment land to the proposed 3,000 dwellings. The findings are highlighted
below.


Site Y4 (Great Western Business Park, Armstrong Way 21.8ha safeguarded in Local
Plan): The estate as a whole seems reasonably well occupied and the quality of
buildings is reasonably high.

However the future of Morrisons on the site is

questionable and there are however large vacant sites within the estate and demand
for the larger units is questionable in light of modern distribution requirements and
developments in Severnside. Any release of employment land on the site will have to
be carefully managed to not to set a precedent. The potential for re-use of these sites
for office, small industrial units, and flexible units needs to be investigated although this
will need to be carefully considered in conjunction with site Y5.


Site Y5 (Great Western Business Park 11.6ha Safeguarded in Local Plan): Well
occupied smaller business units, might be a model for vacant sites within the wider
area. Indicates demand for such units in locality.



Site Y10 (Stover Industrial Estate 12.9ha Safeguarded in Local Plan): Large industrial
estate within a wider industrial area serving regional - local market. Access to national
trunk road system although not very far is not ideal especially in comparison to other
sites within the study area. Therefore not a prime distribution location which explains
difficulties of shifting large warehouse units on site. There are prominent sites to the
south of the estate fronting the main road which are empty and have proven to be
difficult to let. Latent demand for retail is understandable. Agree with assessment of
Council that any potential release of employment to other uses have to be very
carefully managed, and not to set a precedent and loose the entire site.
Demand on the site has to be looked at in the context of overall demand and supply for
the sub-area and expected population growth from the RSS. If the market prevails
subject to public transport accessibility and labour supply, the site has a potential for
office use. Despite the notable vacant units on the southern end of the estate, as a
whole it is reasonably well occupied, well maintained, and buildings are in good
condition generally. There is also a reasonable mix of different uses and companies
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across the estate. The scope for different types of office uses on the site should be
further explored subject to the release of Council offices in the close vicinity.
The estate is adjacent to Beeches Industrial Estate which is well maintained, and
comprises reasonably modern buildings which indicate a demand for good quality
industrial uses in the area. Any loss of employment land on the site would have to be
well founded and properly managed. Investment into older buildings will not come
forward as long as there is any hope value for other uses.


Site Y22 (Chipping Edge Industrial Estate, Hatters Lane, Chipping Sodbury 1.2ha
Safeguarded in Local Plan) / Site Y23 (TT Trading Estate, Hatters Lane, Chipping
Sodbury 0.6ha Safeguarded in Local Plan). Sites opposite each other close to high
street. Provide local employment within the urban area but questions about access and
efficient use of space. Possibility for a comprehensive redevelopment of both sites for
mixed use, potential for office demand needs to be checked with overall demand and
agency view.

Sites represent typical residential windfall proposals. Present uses

potentially better suited to Western edge of Yate.
Summary for Yate
5.58

The key characteristics can therefore be summarised as follows:


Significant sub-regional employment role over and above usual scale for size of
settlement although low level of office representation.



Area characterised by industrial estates of moderate quality.



Access constraints for modern distribution requirements leading to vacant mid size
warehouse premises.



Pressures for retail (and some residential) in light of employment areas being adjacent
to town centre.

Market Area F: Rural Areas
5.59

The remainder of the South Gloucestershire area not covered by the market areas
described above has been grouped together as the rural sites. Within the rural area there
however a number of reasonable sized settlements some in close proximity to the Greater
Bristol urban area, therefore the Council have further sub-divided this market area into 6
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localities: Charfield / Wickwar (CW); Pucklechurch (P); Severn Vale (SV), Thornbury /
Alveston (TAR); Willsbridge / Bitton (WB) and Winterborne / Frampton Cotterell (WFC).
5.60

In total, 64 sites have been identified across the rural areas, a further 33 were considered
‘void’ predominantly in light of them falling below the 0.4ha threshold. The 64 sites amount
to 113ha with a bias towards general industrial / business uses.
Overall Supply by Type

5.61

A typology has been applied to each employment site and those employment areas in
order to ascertain the amount of floorspace that could be developed on each. Table 16
below illustrates the number of sites within the area by typology and then provides an
overall total stock in by hectares.

5.62

In terms of numbers of sites and land take, just under half of the sites are classified as
‘General Industrial / business’. The market area also has the highest number (15) of ‘sites
for specific occupiers’ covering nearly a third (32%) of the total land stock. Only 2 sites
amounting to 4.8ha are described as ‘vacant’.

Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area
9

Total Stock (ha)
6.9

7
31

16.9
48.6

15

36.7

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

2

4.8

Total

64

113.9

Table 16 – Rural Area Site Characteristics (Source South Gloucestershire Council Sept 08)
Available Developable Land
5.63

As noted in Table 16 above the site survey work has unearthed only two vacant sites
amounting to 4.8ha (SV5 - 1.82ha and WB2 - 3ha).
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5.64

Site SV5 (Whale Wharf) in the Severn Vale has been identified as vacant as the former
occupiers Electrotech Research left the site in 2006. In addition to access constraints a
restrictive Section 52 agreement also prevents the site being used for general B1 purposes
which significantly reduces the chance of the site coming forward for employment
development.

5.65

Site WB2 (Intier Site) in Bitton is again vacant due to the sole occupier leaving the site. The
site is significant in nature and contains a variety of building types and sizes which were
used by the previous occupiers to make car trims. The site is discussed in further detail
under the ‘key sites’ section.
Quality of Sites

5.66

The strategic assessment shows that the more rural parts of the district are understandably
characterised by smaller traditional sites which have largely grown in piecemeal fashion
catering for local requirements or where occupiers have outgrown their existing space. A
number of sites have developed as a result of agricultural diversification and resulted in
reuse or redevelopment of yards and barns to provide small scale workspace. Generally
the quality of premises is low being of significant age but providing reasonably priced
space for local employers. There is however a number of anomalies with sites such as the
MMT Centre (SV4) at Aust which comprises a former motorway service station now
occupied by an international high tech company, and the significant Thornbury Industrial
Estate (site TAR8) which covers 12.1ha.
Assumed Pressures

5.67

Table 17 below demonstrates that just under a third of the sites (numerically) are subject to
‘pressures for major change’ or ‘significant turnover’, however in terms of land area it is just
over a quarter of the total amount (26%).
Table 17 Rural Sites Assumed Pressures

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total
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43
6
15
64

Area (ha)
84
7.8
21.2
113
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Reasons for Assumed Pressures
5.68

Table 18 below illustrates that most of the sites identified as being under ‘major pressure
for change’ are for residential uses, most likely explained by the lack of viability of
redeveloping sites in rural areas for employment purposes and the high residential land
values in rural areas. The majority of the sites however have no recorded pressures to
date for alternative uses or redevelopment and the comments are generally made on a
speculative basis. This also applies to those sites identified as being subject to ‘significant
turnover’ which are largely identified on the basis of their run down nature and low end
occupiers.

5.69

In planning policy terms of the 15 rural sites identified as being under ‘pressure for major
change’, 6 are located within the green belt and would therefore have restrictions on
residential use.
Table 18 Rural Areas Reasons for Assumed Pressures
Sites Subject of

Reasons for Assumed Major Change or

Likely Change
Assumed Significant Turnover
CW1 Charfield Mill

MC: Tired mill site with vacant space potential residential
pressures as would make attractive conversion.

CW12 Badminton

MC: Large storage units in use but parts of site in poor condition

Buffer Station

could be under pressure for alternative uses.

CW20 Bagstone

MC: Storage yard, servicing centre for distribution company,

Garage

potential for pressures from other uses.

CW21 Datastor Site

MC: Commercial building with residential characteristics in need
of refurbishment so potential pressure for change of use.

CW22 Station Road

MC: Potential pressure from residential uses, particularly on
northern end of site which has seen less investment.

P1 Clip / Bezier /

MC: Two main employers split by residential element, already

Iveson

pressure for residential development (application refused
recently) so potential for further erosion pressures.
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SV1 Hallen Industrial

ST: Whilst reasonably high levels of business turnover are

Estate

expected on this site it appears to be a popular and suitable
location for ‘bad neighbour’ uses such as waste recycling.

SV2 Sampson

ST: Whilst reasonably high levels of business turnover are

Business Park

expected on this site it appears to be a popular and suitable
location for ‘bad neighbour’ uses such as car repairs.

SV5 Whale Wharf

MC: Site is vacant and therefore potentially subject to pressures
for change however planning and access constraints may
preclude certain uses.

TAR1 Pound Mill

MC: Small scale employment site (mostly storage), following

Business Centre

refusal of recent road access application owners have placed
site on market.

TAR2 The Rearing

MC: Two largest units vacant suggest long term viability

Unit

concerns.

TAR16 Hortham Farm

ST: General storage uses but also new build office space. Site
typical of short term leases and frequent turnover. New
residential development at nearby Hortham Hospital may assist
in maintaining employment presence here. -

WB2 Intier Site

MC: Vacant significant site, pressure for residential uses (see
‘key sites’ section below).

WFC4 Green Acres

ST: Potential high turnover in light of low end users and building

Farm

quality. However site appears to be busy and serves purpose
for local businesses.

WFC5b Station

MC: Currently builders merchant and engineering company,

Premises and Yard,

uses that have typically been lost to residential windfall sites in

Hicks Common Road

the past, however site has constraints (railway and access).

(West – Part B)
WFC6 Forest Timbers

MC: Current occupier rents the single premises and looking to

/ former Sureways

relocate. Also falls in RSS Area of Search.

Transport Site
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WFC10 Cog Mill

MC: Animal feed site in disrepair and possibly used for car boot

Farm

sales. Green belt may restrict residential windfall chances
however.

WCF14 339

MC: Single occupier present on site, however falls in residential

Badminton Road

area so potential future pressures.

WCF18 Backfield

ST: Potential high turnover in light of low end users and

Farm

moderate building quality. However site appears to be busy and
serves purpose for local businesses.

WFC24 Mays Hill

ST: Potential high turnover in light of low end users and

Industrial Estate

moderate building quality. However site appears to be busy and
serves purpose for local businesses.-

WFC27 Jorrocks

MC: Despite high occupancy rates, site is run down and poor

Estate

quality uses including vehicle storage suggesting potential for
future pressures for alternative uses, however green belt
designation may restrict residential uses.

Key Sites
5.70

As part of this study GVA Grimley Ltd have undertaken a number site surveys for
approximately 30 sites short-listed by the Council on the basis of complex issues which
may lead to them being under pressure for change. The key findings are highlighted
below.


Site CW12 (Badminton Buffer Station 4.5ha Not safeguarded in Local Plan) Four
medium sized warehouses occupied by CPL Distribution and others (some in
reasonable condition), significant outdoor storage, scrap metal or recycling use also on
site. Reasonable number of parked cars on the site but low levels of actual staff
apparent, so current limited value in employment terms.

South Gloucestershire

Council have apparently received residential enquires. Poor access, small market
catchment area, and low labour supply raise continued viability concerns for
employment purposes for a site of this size.


Site CW18 (Arnold Fields Trading Estate, Wickwar 2.25ha Safeguarded in Local Plan):
Recorded as ‘status quo’ but significant site in small settlement so considered in
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further detail. Five of the nine units occupied by the same company Alderly Group.
Recent investment on site with reasonably new office / research / light
industrial/warehousing storage units on site indicates low potential for major change.
Site valuable as long as Alderley Systems is on the site, the question is what happens
if the company vacates? - Potentially not enough demand from other businesses to
sustain the site. Therefore needs to be a clear approach that protects the current use
with flexibility of changes in later stages if policy terms can allow.


Site CW19 (Station Road / Old Cider Mill, Wickwar 0.81ha Safeguarded in Local Plan):
Different local employers including Heritage Wine Company, important source of local
employment. Question though what happens if one of the local employers ceases or
decides to move out.

Will there be demand on the site for employment uses.

Accessibility and labour supply an issue.

Quite high level of employment land for the

size of settlement.


Site WB2 (Intier Site, Bitton 3ha Not safeguarded in Local Plan): Large single occupier
site now vacant. Pressures for residential uses and unlikely that market to fill site in
entirety or single occupier to come forward to take on whole site. Therefore if mixed
use scheme progressed on site question as to how much and what type of
employment can be retained. Varying quality and size of buildings including attractive
stone elements with conversion potential. Issues of flooding would need to be
considered further in light of adjacent waterway should residential uses be proposed.
Site located on reasonably strategic route so potential market for smaller scale units of
B1 and B2 uses.



Site WFC24 (Mayhill Industrial Estate, Frampton Cotterell 1.34ha Not safeguarded but
falls within Greenbelt) Small industrial open storage site with access from single lane
off main road. Buildings in moderate condition, surrounded by agricultural land and
has a cemetery in close proximity. Likely to be demand for such sites and is also need
for these sites in rural areas, however site is within reasonable proximity to Yate’s
employment areas and consideration could be made as to whether the uses be
integrated within the existing larger estates. However sites like these have a very local
labour force and most likely a very local customer base and therefore cannot be
relocated a significant distance. Relocating is often not feasible due to the costs for
the businesses and the higher freehold / leasehold values on larger estates, although
release of existing sites for residential development may make relocation profitable. In
areas where there is low pressure on these kind of sites they should be protected.
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Rural Sites Summary
5.71

The following characteristics summarise the sites:


The sites comprise generally small sites with traditional users serving local market.



Significant proportion of sites occupied by single user and developed for their needs
over time.



Majority suffer from poor access to strategic road network and services.



There are however some anomolies of modern business facilities such as Arnolds
Fields.
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6

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Section 5 has provided a detailed breakdown by sub area of the site typologies and
expected future outcomes and provided a commentary of the key sites. This section
provides a District wide view and then highlights the main contrasts between the sub areas
to assist in identifying shortfalls.
Overall Position Site Typology

6.2

The total breakdown of site typologies for South Gloucestershire is shown below within
table 19. The results show ‘general industrial / business’ sites comprise 42% of the total
identified sites (0.4ha and above), with ‘sites for specific occupiers’ making up the next
highest sector with 18%. However the picture in terms of site areas is somewhat different
with ‘vacant land’ comprising 42% of the total stock largely explained by the strategic sites
at Severnside.

6.3

The District has a broad mix of sites across most sectors. While it may appear from the
broad analysis that it lacks research / science park facilities this understates the role of this
sector locally with existing very high tech companies already in the North Fringe area and
plans for a Science Park at Emersons Green. There may also be some scope for other
high tech developments within the remodelled UWE complex spreading onto land formerly
controlled by Hewlett Packard .

6.4

Equally while it may appear from the broad characterisation that the area only has 5 high
quality business parks this is in part off set by the number of sites identified for specific
occupiers some of which are high quality office uses e.g. MOD.

6.5

While the District has an overall good range of employment sites and vacant land the
distribution of sites is of some concern. For example a high proportion of the vacant land is
at Severnside.
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Main Character of Sites
Office location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park
Warehouse & Distribution
General Industrial / Business
Heavy / Specialist Industrial Site
Incubator / SME Cluster Site
Freight Terminal
Site for Specific Occupier

No. in Area
17
5

Total Stock (ha)
66.6
59.7

12
75
6
2

146.5
292.8
57.5
1.9

32

230.5

Recycling Facility
Vacant Land
Other

1
21
7

1.7
627
19.9

Total

178

1,504.1

Table 19 Total Sites Typology for South Gloucestershire: Source S. Gloucs.
Overall Likely Site Outcomes
6.6

Table 20 below illustrates the overall predicted outcomes for the sites across the District.
56% of the sites are expected to remain as status quo, although when considering land
area the proportion drops to 46%. Whilst the number of sites at risk of significant turnover
is reasonably low (7.3% of sites), there is expected to be ‘pressure for major change’ on
over a third of sites (36.5%). However, in area terms over half of the land (50.1%) within
South Gloucestershire is considered to be under ‘pressure for major change’. Whilst this
figure is rather high it is worth pointing out that the survey work has taken a cautious
approach and a significant number of the sites included under this bracket are not currently
under a known pressure for change, but were included as they have characteristics typical
of those sites which tend to be subject to pressures from alternative uses. A number of
these sites facing major change are vacant sites / land which are pending development or
redevelopment.

Conclusions / Key Messages
Status Quo
Significant Turnover
Pressure for Major Change
Total

No. in Area
100
13
65
178

Area (ha)
697.88
52.5
752.87
1,503.3

Table 20 South Gloucestershire Sites Predicted Outcomes. Source S. Glous
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Contrasts Between Sub - Areas
6.7

The detailed breakdown of each market area has been provided in Section 5 above
however there are number of key findings and contrasts which are worth highlighting
between the market areas.

6.8

The North Fringe contains a number of large strategic sites with a broad spectrum of
typologies, whilst Severnside and Emersons Green are dominated by vacant land and
therefore are subject to the highest pressures for major change in terms of land stock.
These areas currently perform a limited role for local employment needs comprising small
scale low cost premises and sites.

6.9

Kingswood and Yate are dominated by general industrial / business sites and actually
appear to have a low level of vacant land despite the tired nature of a number of the sites.
Despite their urban characteristic the market areas have a very low proportion of office
stock and no high quality business parks. Yate however contains one of the largest existing
employment areas in the district on it’s western edge which comprises a mix of unit and
site sizes. Kingswood has a noticeably high proportion of sites potentially ‘subject to major
change’ or ‘significant turnover’, this is predominantly due to speculation regarding windfall
losses to residential uses in light of the suburban nature of the market area.

6.10

As anticipated the Rural Market area is dominated by small traditional employment sites
meeting local needs with a bias towards general industrial sites and the highest proportion
of ‘sites for specific occupiers’ for all of the sub areas.

6.11

While there is a stock of vacant land this is dominated by Severnside, which although well
located for distribution uses, close to the Motorway Network, is remote from the areas of
highest unemployment and out commuting which tend to be in the Kingswood area. It is
unclear at this stage whether the full potential of Severnside can be realised due to
environmental constraints.

6.12

The extent to which planning policy manages the employment land supply is somewhat
varied across the district. Within the North Fringe, the market effectively manages the
supply, however within the East Fringe the policy framework is less developed and policy is
still evolving through the preparation of development briefs for Emersons Green East. The
Kingswood area is under increasing pressure for redevelopment of employment sites for
alternative uses where a number of sites have been developed for residential purposes,
however this has largely been through formal allocation rather than windfall. The
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Severnside area is coming under increasing pressure for development in light of the
interpretation of the historic planning consent, a stronger policy steer is therefore required.
Summary
6.13

The above findings demonstrate the broad spectrum of sites and premises across the
district and the distinct characteristics within the identified market areas. The adopted
methodology has provided an understanding of the overall supply position and the key
challenges which will need to be addressed in shaping future employment land policy. That
said there is a need for continual monitoring and updating of the position on individual sites
and within the District as a whole. The key findings are now taken forward into a number of
recommendations in Section 7 which will be used to inform stages 2 and 3 of this
Employment Land Review.
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7.

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

The following recommendations are made to be carried forward to inform Stages 2 and 3
of this Employment Land Review:


The 5ha of reserved land identified within the Local Plan Policy M2(D) should be
concluded for consideration in Stage 3 of this Employment Land Review.



In preparation for Stage 3 and for the purposes of future monitoring all sites
identified as under pressure for change should be revisited, information updated
and the condition survey completed.



Where considered necessary when taking sites forward into Stage 3 further
consideration of site quality may be required.
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APPENDICIES
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Appendix A: Sample of site appraisal form
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Employment Land Review 2008 - Site Appraisal
Site Name:

Site Reference No:

Terra Nitrogen / Growhow site

Location:

Severnside

Site Area (Hectares):

Policy Area:

Severnside

Ward:

Pilning and Severn Beach

Local Plan Policy:
E2, E4, L3, L4

SS3

37.1

Main Occupiers:
Terra Nitrogen - But Closed in Jan 2008?

Site Ownership:

Record Void

Reason for Void:

Surveyed by:

ML

Assessement Date:

Checked by:

ML

Checked on:

12/01/2007
29/08/2008
Summary of Current Issues:

Outline of Planning Development and History:
Site developed as fertilizer plant of Terra Nitrogen. Much of site unused at present and
about to be declared surplus.

Character and condition - (Land use)
Site best described as:
Vacant Land

Terra has announded decision to close in January 2008. Likely to attract interest for
redevelopment. Site boundary and area to be checked.

Character and condition - (Buildings)

Approx. area (hectares) of site which is:
Office Location
High Quality Business Park
Research / Science Park:
WarehouseDistribution:
General Industrial / Business:
Heavy Specialist Industrial Site:
Incubactor / SME Cluster Site:
Freight terminal:
Site for specific occupier:
Recycling facility:
Vacant land:
37.1
Use if 'other':
Other:

Site overall character:
Total number of business units:
Number of vacant units:
Building vacancy rate (%):
Building condition:
VeryGood(%):
Good(%):
Poor(%):
Very Poor(%):

Building age:
%
%
%
%
%

pre 1940:
1940-1969:
1970-1989:
1990-1999:
since 2000:

Floor space details (Sq M)
B1a Office
B1b R D:

Site best described as:

Site General Notes (e.g.
vacancy issue of
evidence of recent
investment):

B1c Light Industry:
B2:
B8:
Other:
Other (desciption):
Vacant:
Floor space notes:

Notes (building condition):

Employment Land Review 2008 - Site Appraisal

Site problems

Problems for business operational issues...

Problems for neighbours...

Parking -onsite
Parking -offsite
Operational space
Loading / Unloading
Site Access (HGVs etc)

Noise/Odours
Health/Safety
Parking
SiteAccess (HGVs etc)
Local congestion
Wider Road Network problems
Other

Road Networ
Public Transport
Recruitment Problem
Other

Planning pressures
Neighbour complaints
Enforcement Issues
Landowner aims / proposals
Appeals
Competing land use pressures
Other planning pressures
9a_Turnover_NumberOnSite_lessthan2yrs:

9b_Turnover_NumberOnSite_2-5yrs:

9c_Turnover_NumberOnSite_morethan5yrs:

Conclusions / key messages for the next ten years
Likely outcome for site:

Pressure for Major Change

Officer conclusions on overall site character and viability for continued employment use:
As a vacant site this area will be under pressure for change. There are ongoing
discussions with site owners (Growhow) and Alder King.

This record sent to GVA on:

GVA comments:

Employment Land Review 2008 - Site Appraisal
Zoomed out map image:

Employment Land Review 2008 - Site Appraisal
Site photographs (if available):
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Appendix B: Map of Sites by Market Area
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